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ABSTRACT 
A multiple generalization of elliptic hypergeometric series is studied through the Cauchy determi- 
nant for the Weierstrass sigma function. In particular, a duality transformation for multiple hy- 
pergeometric series is proposed. As an application, two types of Bailey transformations for very 
well-poised multiple elliptic hypergeometric series are derived. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate a multiple generalization of elliptic hypergeometric 
series, and propose a duality transformation for multiple hypergeometric 
series. Our duality transformation is obtained from an identity arising from 
the Cauchy determinant formula for the Weierstrass sigma function, by 
means of specialization of a particular form. This formula for the multiple 
elliptic case, as well as the idea of proof, is a variant of the one previously 
studied by one of the authors [7, 81 for multiple basic hypergeometric series. 
As an application of the duality transformation, we prove two types of Bailey 
transformation formulas for very well-poised multiple elliptic hypergeometric 
series; one of them is the one proved recently by Rosengren [15], but the 
other seems to be new. 
We remark that the Bailey transformation formula for very well-poised el- 
liptic hypergeometric series lo,!?& was discovered by Frenkel-Turaev [5] in the 
Mathematics Subject Classification: 33Cxx; 33C70, 33D15,33D67 
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context of elliptic 6-j symbols. It plays a crucial role in the theory of Spiri- 
donov-Zhedanov [17] on biorthogonal rational functions on elliptic grids. Also, 
in the geometric approach to the elliptic Painleve equation [9], this transfor- 
mation formula is explained as the standard Cremona transformation applied 
to its hypergeometric solutions. 
The Bailey transformation formula [2,3] has been extended by the method of 
Bailey chains into various directions including multiple generalizations (see [I], 
[13] for instance). We expect that our approach, based on the Cauchy determi- 
nant and the duality transformation, would provide a unified and transparent 
way of looking at the symmetry structure of Bailey transformations for the 
hierarchy of elliptic, basic and ordinary hypergeometric series. Multiple elliptic 
hypergeometric series are also generalized by means of root systems [15]. In 
terms of root systems, our discussion is restricted to the cases of A type. It 
would be an intriguing problem to extend the method of Cauchy determinants 
to other root systems. 
Notes. After completing this work, the authors were informed by H. Rosengren 
that he obtained independently the duality transformation formula (Theorem 
2.1). 
1. STARTING FROM THE CAUCHY FORMULA 
Throughout this paper, by the symbol [x] we denote a nonzero holomorphic 
odd function on C in the variable X, satisfying the Riemann relation: 
i-4 = -[xl, (1) 
(1.1) [x+Yl[x-Ylb+4[~-4 
=[x+u][x-zl]~+v]~-VI-[x+v][x-v]~+u]ly-zd]. (2) 
There are three classes of such functions; elliptic, trigonometric and rational. It 
is well known [19] that all [x] satisfying the conditions above are obtained from 
the three functions a(x; WI, wz), sin(rx) and x by the transformation of the form 
ea2+b[cx] (a, b, c E a=); Q x; wl, ~2) stands for the Weierstrass sigma function ( 
with respect to the periods (WI, wz). The following determinant formula for [x] 
plays a crucial role in our arguments. 
Theorem 1.1 (Cauchy determinant formula) For two sets of variables z = 
(a,..., ZM) and w = (WI, . , WM), we have 
(1.4 
where X is a complex parameter. 
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This determinant formula can be regarded as the special case of Fay’s trisecant 
formula [4], concerning the cases of elliptic curves and their degenerations. We 
remark that the elliptic case can already be found in Frobenius [6]. Also, from 
the rational case where [x] = X, by taking the limit X --f 00 we obtain the usual 
Cauchy determinant formula. Note that the case of M = 2 is precisely the 
Riemann relation; the general formula (1.2) can be proved by the induction on 
M. thanks to the formula 
for any M x it4 matrix (Q): with aMM f 0. Regarding the Cauchy determi- 
nant(l.l)asafunctioninz=(zl,...,zn/i)andw=(wl,...,W~),weset 
Note that D(zlw) is alternating under the permutation of variables zi (resp. wi>, 
and symmetric with respect to exchanging z and w. 
We now fix a generic constant S E C such that [kS] # 0 for any nonzero k E B; 
in the case of the sigma function [x] = 0(x; ~1, wz), this condition is equivalent 
to & $ Qwl + Qwz. We denote by Tz, the shift operator in the variable zi by S: 
(1.5) T,f(Zl)... ;ZM) =f(z1,..., zj+s )..., ZM). 
Given a set of indices K = {ii, . . . , ir} c {I,. , A’>, we also define 
(1.6) T~,K = IITzz = Tz,, . . Tz,, . 
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In this notation, the operator E( T,; U) = (1 + u T,,) ’ (1 + u T,,), containing 
a formal parameter U, is expanded into the sum 
(1.7) E(T,;u)=(l+uT,,) . ..(l+uT.,)= c u’%,K 
KC{l,...;M} 
over all subsets K of the index set { 1, . . , A&}. By applying the operator E( T,; u) 
to the Cauchy determinant D(zJw) we obtain 
(1.8) 
E(T,; u)D(zlw) = det (1 +uTzI) ‘~A~z~~w~’ 
= det 
[A + Zf + Wj] 
[A] [zi + Wj] 
Since this formula is symmetric with respect to exchanging z and w, we have 
(1.9) E(T,;u) D(zlw) = E(T,; u) D(w(z). 
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As we will see below, this formula, combined with the expansion (1.7), gives 
rise to remarkable identities concerning the function [xl. 
By using the notation 
(1.10) A(Z) = n [Zi-Zj], IZJ =Zl +“‘+Z&f, 
1 <i<jj_<M 
let us write the Cauchy formula in the form 
(1.11) D(Z(W) = [A + Izl + Id 1 44 44 
ix1 fl [Zi + wj]. 
l<ij_<M 
By applying the shift operator Tz,~ to the difference product A(Z), we obtain 
(1.12) Tz,KA(Z) = I-I ‘zi - zj + s’ A(z) &K;i$K [Zi - Zj] ’ 
and hence 
TqKD(zb’d = Lx + Izl + Iwl + lKIS 
(1.13) 
Ww) x + I4 + Ml 
. rI lzi - zj + s1 II 
[Zi + w] 
iEK;i#K Lzi - ql ieK;likj,f Lzi + wk + ‘I ’ 
This computation implies the following expansion of E( T,; u)D(zl w) : 
E(Tz; u)D(zlw> = 
DW) c 
@ T~,KD(zlw) 
Kc{l,...,M} D(zlw) 
(1.14) = c 
& Lx + 1’1 + lwI + IRlsl 
Kc{l,...,M} [A + 14 + I41 
. II ‘zi - zj + s1 rI 
[Zi + W] 
iEK;i$K [Zi - Zj] iEK.l<k<M [Zi + W + 61 ’ 1-- 
In view of this formula, we denote the right-hand side by F(z(w; u): 
F‘(4 Y ~1 
(1.15) 
= c &c P + I4 + I4 + IWI 
Kc{l,...,M} [A + Izl + I41 
. rI lzi - q + s1 
iEK;j$ZK Lzi - zjl 
From the symmetry E(T,; u)D(z; w) = E(T,; u)D(w;z), we conclude that the 
function F(zlw; U) defined as above is symmetric with respect to exchanging z 
and w. 
Theorem 1.2. For two sets of variables z = (~1,. . , ZM) and w = (WI,. . . , wM), 
define thefunction F(zlw; u) by (1.15). Then F(z(w; u) is symmetric with respect to 
z and w, namely, F(zlw; u) = F(wjz; u). 
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We remark that F(zlw; U) is characterized by the identity 
E( T,; u)D(zlw) = det 
[A + Zi + Wj] + u [A + zi + wj + S] A4 
[A] [Zi + Wj] ix1 [Zi + Wj + 61 
(1.16) 
ij=l 
= fyzlw. u) LX + I4 + I44444 3 
Lx1 l<&!<MLzi+Wjl ’ 
Explicitly, Theorem 1.2 implies the identity 
c 
KC{l,...,M} 
(l.17) 
[Zi - Zj + S] [Zi + Wk] 
iEKj$K [Zi - Zj] ,K;Qk<, [Zi + Wk + 61 - 
II ‘wk - wr+61 rI [Zi $- Wkl 
kcL;l$L [Wk - WI l<i<M,k& Lzi ’ wk + ‘I -- , 
By taking the coefficients of ud (d = 0, 1, . . , M), we obtain 
Theorem 1.3. Given two sets of variables z = (~1,. . , ZM) and w = (WI,. . , we), 
the following identity holds for each d = 0, 1, . . . , M : 
(1.18) 
n [zi + wk] i~K;llklM [zi + wk + S] 
= C n Lwk - ““I +a] 
ILl=d kcL;I$L Lwk - WI] 
where K and L run over all d-subsets of { 1, . . . , A4). 
2. PASSAGE TO MULTIPLE HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
From P(zlw; u) introduced above, one can generate a class of multiple hy- 
pergeometric series, denoted by ~37 below, by a particular specialization of the 
variables z and w. The symmetry property P(zlw; U) = J’(wlz; u) is then trans- 
lated into a transformation formula between @mNln and @>;” (Theorem 2.2). 
Taking m variables x = (XI,. . . ,x,) and a multi-index a = (at,. . . , o,) E 
N” such that IQI = QI +. .. + Q, = M, we specialize the variables z = 
(zr , . , ZM) as follows: 
(2.1) (Zl,. . . ,ZM) =(-x1, -x1 - 6,. . . ,-x1 - (Cl.1 - 1)s; -x2, -x2 - 6,. . . 
. . , --xm, -xi?? - 6,. . . ) -x,* - (cl!, - 1)s). 
Namely, we divide the index set { 1,. . . , M} into m blocks of size al,. . . , Q, 
according to the multi-index CI, and then specialize each block of z variables by 
the sequence (-x7, -xy - S, . . . , -x, - (a, - 1)s) for r = 1,. . . , m. Similarly, 
taking n variables y = (yt , . . , yn) and a multi-index p E FV with I,8 = M, we 
specialize the w variables as follows: 
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p2) (W>...> %w) =(-a, -Y1 - 6,. , -y1 - (01 - 1)6; -Y2, -y2 - 6,. . 
~-Yn,-Yn-~,...,-Yn-(~n-l)S). . ..) 
In the following, we denote these specializations simply by z --) -(x)~, 
w + -(Y)~, respectively. We first look at the factor 
P-3) rI ‘zi - zi + s1 
itK,j@K [Zi - zj] 
in the expansion (1.15) of F(zJw; u). When we perform the specialization z + 
-(x), as in (2.1), this factor becomes zero if zi = zi + 6 for some (i,j) such that 
i E K, j 9 K. Replace the index set { 1, . . . , M} for the z variables by 
(2.4) {(r,p) I 1 5 r I m ; 0 I p < a,} 
according to the m blocks of x variables, so that z(~,~) = -x, - ~6. Then by the 
specialization z --+ -(x)~ of (2.1), the factor (2.3) becomes zero if there exists 
(r, P) such that (r, P) G K ( Y, p + 1) E K. This implies that, in the summation 
( 1.15)) nontrivial terms arise only from such K that all the elements of K are 
packed towards the left in each block. Such subsets K can be parametrized by 
the multi-indices y E N” such that y I o (i.e., “i’v I C+ for each r = 1, . . . , m ) as 
(2.5) K = {(r, p) 1 1 2 r 5 m ; 0 < p < y,.}. 
With this parametrization of K, we compute 
I-I 
iEKj@K 
=rI rI rI 
[-Xr + xs + (-p + v + I)61 
ISr,slm og<-y, “is%Ka, [-xr + xs + (-p + v)S] 
(24 
[-Xv + xs + (-p + a,)6] 
where we have used the notation of shifted factorials 
(2.7) [x]~ = [x][x + 61.. [X + (k - 1)d (k=0,1,2 )... ). 
By the specialization z ---f -(x)~ and w --j -(v)~, the remaining factor leads to 
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nz n 
=rIrI 
[xi. +ys+ (Ps - l)S], 
El s=l LG + Ys - qyr 
After all, we have 
(2.9) = F” 
ITI [A - QX - PY - ($6 - ($>s + hi4 
P-ax-DY- (;>s- ($1 
summed over all y E N” with y 5 IX Here we have used the abbreviation 
(2.10) ax = o!lXl + . . . + amx,, (;) = (“2’) +...+ (Y) 
for Q! = (~1,. . . , a,). In the summation (2.9), notice that 
Since this factor becomes zero for y E N” such that y $ Q, we can consider the 
summation (2.9) as being taken over all y E N”. For convenience, we rewrite 
this formula further by using the equality 
III 
i j [Xi - :,I- "/is], 
(2.12) 
= (-l)lrl n ixi - xj + CT - YjM 
i<j [Xi - Xj] l[r [Xi - i + 61yi 
= (-pA(x+ -4) 
4x1 rI ij [Xi - xi + fqi ’ 
so that 
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x - QX - py - ($5 - ($6 + Irlq A(x + 76) 
(2.13) -/mm [A-ax-PY- (;>a- ($1 44 
3 
[Xi - Xj - QjJ], [Xi +Yk + (Pk - lIsl, 
l<ij<?X [Xi - Xj + 61 
n 
71 l~igwl<ke? [xi + Yk - slyi ' I - - 
We now specialize the equality F(zJw; u) = F(wlz; u) by z + -(x),, w + -(u)~ 
and take the coefficients of ud (d = 0, 1, . , M). Then, for any multi-indices 
CI: E IV”, ,B E N” such that /CY = ]p], we obtain the identity 
24 
(2.14) 
pLEW;Jpl=d 
=c 
UEN”;l+d 
[Xi +Yk + (Pk - l)s]pi 
[Xi + Yk - 61p1 
A(Y+v~) ~YI-PI%,, lyk+xi+(aj-~)a], 
A(Y) rI k,l Ivk - yl + slvk ; bk+Xi-d,, 
for each d=O,l,... ,M , where i,jE {l,..., m} and k,ZE {l,..., n}. 
Replacing yk by JQ + S ( k = 1, . . . , n ) in this identity, we obtain 
Theorem 2.1. Take two sets of variables x = (xl,. . , xm), y = (~1,. . . , yn) and 
two multi-indices Q = (q, . . . , a,) E N”, p = (PI,. . , &) E N” such that 
Ial = IPI, i.e., 
(2.15) ~1 + . . . + a, = p1 + . . . + pn. 
Then the following identity holds for each d = 0, 1,2, . . . : 
wherei,jE{l,..., m}andk,ZE{l,..., n}. 
The identity (2.16) can be thought of as a transformation formula for certain 
multiple hypergeometric series. In order to clarify the idea, we introduce the 
multiple hypergeometric series Q$ with respect to [x] as follows. Given four 
vectors of variables 
(2.17) (al,...,am),(xl,...,xm) EP, and (bl,...,b,),(cl,...,c,) Ecn, 
we define 
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P-18) = ,,N&=N 
4 + ~4 
4x) 
for each N = 0, 1,2, . . Here the summation is taken over the finite set of p E 
F+P with (,L = N. Note that @y defined as above is invariant with respect to the 
simultaneous permutations of (ai, . . . , a,) and (xi, . . . , xm), and symmetric in 
the variables (bl, . . . , b,), and in (cl,. . . , cn), respectively. We also remark that 
our parametrization of @y is redundant in the sense that 
(2.19) x1ft )...) x,+t 
. q+t )...) c,+t 
We keep this redundancy for the sake of symmetry. 
In this notation of SPzn , Theorem 2.1 can be understood as the identity 
for the special values 
(2.21) ai= -cQS(i= l,... ,m)andbk=-B&(k=l,...,n) 
for all cy E FV,p E FV such that la/ = IpI. Th eorem 2.1 is then generalized to 
the following transformation formula between @y and @>m. 
Theorem 2.2. (Duality transformation) Suppose that (al,. . , a,) t C3” and 
(bl, . , b,) E 6” satisfy the balancing condition 
(2.22) a.1 + . . + urn = bl + + b,. 
Then, for two sets of variables (xl,. . . , xm) and (~1,. . , yn), the following trans- 
formation formula holds between the multiple hypergeometric series @?n and 
foreach N=0,1,2 ,.... 
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We remark that Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to the transformation formula 
(2.24) 
~~(~~~::::~I~~~::::::~~) 
= q)gm Q-h,. ..,c,-bb, xl-al ,..., x,-am 
Cl,. . . , G-2 XI,~~~,-%n > 
for N=0,1,2 ,..., under the balancing condition al + . . . -I- a, + bl + . . + 
b, = cl + . . . + c,, or to 
(2.25) 
~~(~::::::~ib~~:::::~~~) 
= @I;;” c-bbl,.. .,c-bb, c-al+xl,..., c-a,+x, 
Yl,...,Yn c+x1,...,c+x, > 
under the balancing condition al + . . . + a, + bl + . . . + b, = IZC. Note that 
this transformation formula makes sense only in the setting of multiple hy- 
pergeometric series; it becomes tautological when (m, PZ) = (1,l). In what fol- 
lows, we refer to the transformation formula (2.23) as the duality transforma- 
tion between SD? and CD>“‘. As we will see in the next section, this duality 
transformation formula implies various transformation formulas and sum- 
mation formulas for very well-poised multiple elliptic hypergeometric series. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2, we first remark that equality (2.23) is reduced 
to the three typical cases, [x] = x, sin(rx) and a(x; wi, ~2). In fact, if we replace 
[x] by ea*+b [xl, we obtain the same exponential factor from the both sides of 
(2.23). Assuming that [x] = x, sin(xx) or a(x; wi, wz), we investigate the depen- 
dence of 
(2.26) 
and 
on the variables ai and bk. In view of al + . . . + a, = bl + . . . + b,, we consider 
the (m + n - 1)-dimensional affine space @m+n- 1 with coordinates 
(al ,..., am,h ,... , bn-l), regarding b, as a linear function on this affine space. 
LetF=F(ai ,..., a,,bl,... , b,_l) be the difference of the two sides regarded as 
a function in the variables (al, . . . , a,, bl, . . . , b,-1). In the case where [x] = x, F 
is a polynomial in ai, bk. Also, in the case where [x] = sin(Tx), it is a Laurent 
polynomial in CGai, PGbk. W e already know by Theorem 2.1 that F has 
zeros at aj=-O!j6 (i=l,..., ??‘Z), bk=-/$a @=I,..., n-1) for 
all (ai,. . . , Q,, pi,. . . , ,6&-r) E Nm+‘-‘. Under the assumption [IS] + 0 
(I E Z, I # 0), we conclude by induction on the number of variables that F is 
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identically zero. Namely, the both sides coincide identically as holomorphic 
functions on CmfnP1 (and also as meromorphic functions in all the variables). 
In the case where [x] is elliptic, Theorem 2.2 is proved by using the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F(zl, , zN) be a holomorphic function on CN. Let wl, w2 E C 
be linearly independent over $ and suppose that F(zl, . . . j zN) is quasi-periodic in 
each variable zi (i = 1,. . , N) with respect to the lattice L = Z w1 + Z! w2 in the 
following sense : 
(2.28) F(zl,. . ,zi + wkr . . . , ZN) = c&(“) F(zl, . . , ZN) 
for some hear fUnCtiOnS~f;(U) = aikU + bik (i = 1, . . , N; k = 1,2). Let 6 E c be 
a constant such that 6 +Z Q w1 + Q ~2, and suppose that 
(2.29) F(vlS, . . . i ~~6) = 0 
for all v = (VI,. . , UN) E lVN. Then F(zl, . . . j ZN) is identically zero on CN. 
This lemma is reduced by the induction on N to the fact in the one variable case 
that any quasi-periodic holomorphic function may have only a finite number of 
zeros in the period-parallelogram. 
Let us regard the both sides of (2.23) as holomorphic functions in the vari- 
ables (al,. . ,a,, bl,. . . , b,_l) E Cm+nP1. Then one can check directly that they 
are quasi-periodic with the same multiplicative factors, with respect to each of 
the coordinate functions of Cm+nP1 . We know by Theorem 2.1 that the difference 
of the two sides has zeros at a; = -ai6 (i = 1,. . . , m), bj = -&6 
(k= l,... ,n-l)forall(at ,..., am,j3i ,..., @,-t)EN ‘F?+‘-‘. This is impossible 
unless the both sides coincide identically as holomorphic functions by Lemma 
2.3. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 2.4. In the trigonometric case, our multiple hypergeometric series @?” 
gives rise to the multiple q-hypergeometric series 
(2.30) 
= ’ 
(W/Xj; qjpLi (h&f& qjlLi 
‘““‘~ ’ f ” 9 (qxi/xj; q),, g (ckxji q) 
&P;lpl=N icj ’ J ’ PI 
wherei,jE{l,..., m}andkE{l,..., n}.Settingx=e 2nfit, let us consider 
the case where 
(2.3 1) [t] = enP1t - ecaFIE = xi _ ,-4, 
Then the shifted factorials [<lk(k = 0, 1,2, . . .) are rewritten into 
(2.32) [Elk = (-x-i)kq-i(‘) (x; q)k, (x; q)k = ‘s(1 - Xq”) 
i=O 
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with base q = CZ*~~~. In this setting, CD: and 47 are related by the formula 
(2.33) 
~~(~:;:::~~~I~~::::~) 
=( 
qc1 . . ’ c, 
al . . . ambl . . b, 
where 
(2.34) 
ai = (pp’lai 
bk = ,2+&; 
Xi = &wi 
ck = e27rFlyk ;;c: l; . . . ) m), ,“‘> n). 
Hence Theorem 2.2 implies the transformation formula 
(2.35) 
foreach J/=0,1,2 ,... , under the balancing condition al . . . a, = bl . ’ . b,. 
This formula can also be written in the form 
(2.36) 
~~(~:::::~~lb~~~~:::~~~) 
- ? 
c/h,..., 
4N Yl 
c/b, w/al, . . . , cx,la, 
,...,Yn CXl,...,CXm > 
for N = 0, 1,2, . under the balancing condition al . . . a,bl . . . b, = c*. 
As is already known in [7], the duality transformation formula (2.35) for 
multiple basic hypergeometric series can be further generalized to non-bal- 
anced cases. Introducing a variable U, consider the infinite series 
Then the following Euler transformation formula holds for general parameters 
ai, bk and c ([i’], Theorem 1.1): 
It would be an interesting problem to find an elliptic extension of this Euler 
transformation formula. 
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3. VERY WELL-POISED MULTIPLE SERIES Em’n 
In this section we show that our duality transformation between @y and cD>~ 
(Theorem 2.2) implies various transformation and summation formulas for 
very well-poised multiple elliptic hypergeometric series. 
We first remark that, when m = 1, @y reduces to a single term: 
In general, QN ‘+v is rewritten into a terminating m-dimensional sum which can 
be regarded as a very well-poised terminating multiple hypergeometric series: 
@l+m,n 
N 
_ faolN fi [X0 - Xi + ai]N 
[‘IN i=l [X0 - X~]N 
fi ho + b&r 
,&I h + ck],v 
YE Lb1 + p1s,. . . )X, + pw7S) m 4Xl,...;Xm) 
JJ [Xi - x0 - NS + (IpI + pui)S] 
pLEPP i=l [Xi - X0 - N6] 
(3.2) [-q/J nz [Xi - x0 + ao]pi 
’ [Cl - N)d - aollp, g [xi - xo + “Ifit 
i-N6 - xo + q],,, m [Xi - Xj + Clj],, 
[('-N)'-xo+x~-~,],~,~ [x~-x~+s],~ 
[(l-N)'-XO-Ck]ipl ” [Xi+bkIPj 
I-I 
[(l - N)6 - X0 - bk]lp + [Xi + cklpi i 
This expression is obtained simply by applying the formula 
(3.3) b1.v (-vblN br = [a + (N - Y)S] . . [a + (N - l)S] = [(I - N)S - a], 
to every appearance of the shifted factorial of the form [LZ],~, 
,UO = N - (~1 + . . . + I*~). Notice that by definition (2.18) this series is sym- 
metric with respect to the simultaneous permutations of the variables 
(ao,a,... , a,) and (~0, xl, . . . , x,), although it is not apparent in this expres- 
sion. 
In view of the formula (3.2), we introduce the following notation for very 
well-poised multiple hypergeometric series Ema : 
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=c 4x1 + P14. . . ,&I + pmq [Xi + s + (IpI + pJS] 
/LLEw 4~1,...,&> i=l [Xi + S] 
This series contains “well-poised” combinations of factors 
(3.5) 
[Xl + 4~I . . . [xvi? + ulpm fvl IPI 
P + s - ul,p, ’ [S + s + Xl - vlfiL, . . . [S + s + x, - VI/& 
for u = Qj - xi, Uk and v = s + Xj, vk. In order to make this series (3.4) termi- 
nate, we always work in such a situation where one of the following conditions 
is satisfied: either 
(3.6) 
(A) Vk=-NSforsomek=l,..., nandN=0,1,2 ,...; or 
(B) ai=--aiS(i=l ,..., m)forsomea=(ai ,..., CX,)EFV. 
Note that our parametrization of Emln has the following redundancy: 
s;u1,..., u,;v1,..., v* 
(3.7) 
x1+t,...,x,+t 
>&I + cw,. 
When m = 1, El>* reduces to the very well-poised elliptic hypergeometric series 
2n+4E2n+3 : 
,I+” a. 
(3.8) (I 
s;q,... ,&z;vl,.~~,vn 
X > 
=2n+4E2n+3(X+S;a,x+ul,..., X+Un,V1,...,Vrz), 
where 
(3.9) 
O3 [s + 2k6] [s]k r-2 
r+lEr(s; ~1, . . . , ~2) = c 
[uj]k 
k=O [‘I [61, fi 1’ + - dk ’ 
In the particular case where m = 1 and x = 0, 
E’>n a 
(I 0 s;u1,. . .,u,;q,. . . ,v, (3.10) 
S;a,ul,...,un,vl,...,vn . 
is completely symmetric in the (2n + 1) variables (a, ~1,. . . , u,, vi,. , v,). 
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It would be worthwhile to note here that Em>” carries a remarkable property 
concerning periodicity(cf, [16]). We now use the abbreviated notation 
for a= (al ,..., a,), x=(x1,.. . ,xm), u = (U], . ; z&J, v = (VI,. . . ) v,). 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that thefunction [x] is quasi-periodic with respect to aperiod 
w E C in the sense that 
(3.12) [x + w] = e@+q[x] (x E @) 
for some constants <, v E Cc. Then we have 
sju+pwjv+qw) = Em?($;u;v) 
for any 1 E ZI”, p; q E Z” such that Ilj + Ipl + 191 = 0. 
Relation between @nN;n and Em” 
Proposition 3.2. The two types of multiple hypergeometric series @y and Em,n 
are related as follows: 
gj1+nz,n 
iv 
ao,al,..., a, lb1 ,..., bn) 
x0,x1,.‘.,&% Cl,~~.,Gl 
(3.14) 
.EV+f~~~~~:~~~ -NS-xo;ao-xo;bl,...,b,; 
- NS, (1 - N)6 - x0 - Cl ) . . ) (1 - N)S - x0 - c, 
) 
. 
Conversely, 
(3.15) 
@l+m,n -NS-s+uo, al ,..., am ui, . . . . 4 
N -NS - s, x1 )..., x, s+s--1, . . . . > s+s-v, 
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This proposition is an elliptic version of [ll], Lemma 1.22(see also [lo]). Note in 
particular that c@’ reduces to a very well-poised terminating 2n+6E~n+5: 
(3.16) 
= bol&o - Xl + @IN [X0 + bl], . . [X0 + b&q 
[Q&o - XllN [X0 + Cl]N. . . [x0 + c& 
‘2n+6E2n+T(Xl -X0-NS;Xl -XO+aO,Q,Xl +bl,...,Xl +b,, 
-NS,(l -N)S-x0-cr,...,(l -N)S-x,-c*). 
Formula (3.14) is also valid for m = 0 if we set E”++l = 1 . 
Duality transformation between EmJ’+2 and Enf”‘f2 
The duality transformation (2.23) between @crfn?ll+n and @fhi+n$lfm is now trans- 
lated into a transformation formula between Em,n+2 and En,m+2: 
[s+s-cl]N[s+s-c2]N 
ba&% 
(3.17) 
.E”“i’(lf:::::~;l~;~,,,.,l ,..., un;dl,d2,vl ,..., vn) 
= [a + t + cl]& + t + c2]~ fi [a + t + yk - bk]N fi [s + t - zi]~ 
khlavP& &l Ls + t +Y& i=l [w&’ 
under the balancing condition 
c3.18) ~@+~(Ck+dk)+&Uk+Vk)=(n+1)6+(n+2)sl 
i=l k=l k=l 
together with the termination condition d2 = -N6. Here the variables 
bk, yk, t, zi, Wi are specified by 
t = dl + d2 - s - 6, 
(3.19) bk=S+S-uk-vk, yk=h+s-vk (k= l,...,n), 
zi = xj - ai, wi=dl+dz-s-xi (i= l,...,m). 
Equivalently, 
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3; ~1, ~2, ~1, . . , un; 4,dz: ~1, . 
= [6 + s - cl - d&[S + s - c2 - dl], 
(3.20) 
[S + s - Cl]j$$ + s - C2]N 
g [d + s + xi - a&,# + s + xi - 41, k=l [6 + s - uk]&k - 41, 
m [~+s+xj],[6+s+x,-ai-d~],~[~k]~[~+~-~k-d~]~ 
This transformation formula for the basic case was previously given in [7], and 
called the Bailey type transformation. 
Dougall/Jackson summation formula for Em12 
When y1 = 0, formula (3.20) gives rise to the following summation formula 
([15], Corollary 5.2): 
Em~2(~~~:::~~~S;CIIC2;III;O) 
(3.21) 2 [6+s-ck-d1]~ m 
= k; [a + s - ck]N 
n [S + s + xi]N[S + s + xi - ai - dl], 
i=l [S+s+xi-ai],[S+s+xi-dllN’ 
(al + . . + am + ~1 + c2 + dl + d2 = 6 + 2s, d2 = -jjq). 
As the special case where m = 1 and x1 = 0, this contains the Frenkel-Turaev 
summation formula ([5], Theorem 5.5.2) for balanced gE7: 
(3.22) 
[S+S]&+S-b-c]~[S+S-b-d],[6+s-c-d], 
= [S+s-b],[S+s-c]N[S+s-d]N[S+s-b-c-d]N, 
(U + b + c + d + e = 6 + 23, e = -NS). 
Transformation from Em>3 to 2m+&h+7 
When n = 1, the series E1J”+2 in the right-hand side of (3.20) gives a very well- 
poised elliptic hypergeometric series 2,,.,+~E2~+7. Hence, our duality transfor- 
mation provides a formula for rewriting balanced multiple elliptic hy- 
pergeometric series Em~3 in terms of 2m+gE2m+7: 
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= [do]& + s - co - dl]j# + s - Cl - 41&j + s - c2 - 41, 
(3.23) [do - dllN[S + s - COlN[S + s - ClIN[S + s - c2lpJ 
m [6 + s + Xi]& + s + xi - ui - dlJN 
.2m+~E2m+7(t;dl,~2,eo,e~,ez,u~,...,u,,vl,...,v,) 
under the condition 
(3.24) -& + &ck + dk) = 2S + 3s, d2 = -NS, 
i=l k=O 
where 
(3.25) t=Q+dz-do, ek = 6 + S - do - ck (k=O,l,% Ui=6+s-do+xi-ai, Vi=dl+d2-$-xi (i=l,...,m). 
This formula for the case where m = 1 and x1 = 0 recovers the following 
transformation formula for balanced loE9: 
P&F -t sliv 3 [&-C,JC-~]~ 
(3.26) = [do-41&-41,yk~ [~+s-c& 
. lo~~(~co,~~,c2,~3,;,d~,d2) 
(Co + Cl + C2 + ~3 + do + dl + d2 = 26 + 3s, dz = -NS), 
where 
(3.27) :=dl+d2-do, do = dl + d2 - s, 
i$ = 6 + S - do - ck (k=0,1,2,3). 
Remark 3.3. In the trigonometric case where [<] = d - x-f, x = e2xGc, the 
very well-poised multiple series Ema gives 
(3.28) 
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where z = qnsn/al amq . u,vt v, (hence z = q in the balanced case). In 
fact we have 
(3.29) 
under the obvious correspondence of variables ai = e 2d& , . . . 
4. MULTIPLE BAILEY TRANSFORMATIONS FOR E"13 
In this section, we derive two types of multiple generalizations of the elliptic 
Bailey transformation formulas due to Frenkel-Turaev [5]; one of them is the 
same as the one recently proved by Rosengren [15], and the other seems to be 
new. 
Recall that our duality transformation (3.17) transforms the balanced 
multiple series Em,n+"s into Enlnl+l. As we have seen in (3.23), in the par- 
ticular case of n = 2 it transforms the balanced E",3 into E1am+2 IX 2m+~E2m+7; 
the corresponding ~~+gE2~+7 (s; ui , . . , uzrn+5) are completely symmetric with 
respect to the 2m + 5 parameters ~1,. . , ~~2~+5. We can use this symmetry of 
2m+gE2m+7 to produce nontrivial transformation formulas for Em13 through 
the diagram 
Em>3 Bailey m3 El 
(4.1) L 1‘ 
Symmetry 
2m+&2m+7 - 2m+&2m+1, 
where the vertical arrows represent the duality transformation (3.23). In this 
way, we obtain two types of Bailey transformation formulas for multiple 
elliptic hypergeometric series Em,3. (A similar argument is used in [8] for 
studying multiple Sears’ transformation formulas of type A in the basic case.) 
Let us write again the duality transformation formula between E".3 and 
2m+8E2m+7. . Under the conditions 
(4.2) Tui + k(ck + dk) = 26 + 3s,d2 = -N6, 
i=l k=O 
we have 
~~0-~1],[~+~-~01~[~+~--1]~[~+~--2]~ 
[do])& + s - co - dl]&j + s - Cl - dl]&j + s - c2 - dl], 
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Here the variables t, ek (k = 0, 1,2) and pi, vi (i = 1, . . . , m) are defined by 
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t=d1+d,-do, ek=s+S-do-& (k=o,l,2), 
Ui=S+S-d(J+Xi-C!j, vi=dl+d2-s-xi (i=l,...,m). 
Note that (4.2) implies 
(4.5) dl + d2 + eo + el + e2 + e(ui + vi) = (m + 1)s + (m + 2)t. 
i=l 
On the set of variables 
(4.6) (al,...,a,,xl,...,x,,s,co,cl,c2,do,dl,d2), 
we first consider the following change of variables: 
Z=S+2s-c2-do-dl, C2=S+s-do-dl, 
(4.7) (1) 
&=S+s-c2-dl, dl =6+s-c2-do, 
&I = co, -21 = Cl, d2 = d2, 
;ri = ai, xi = xj (i== l,...,m). 
For a given function cp = ‘p(q) ~2, . . .), we will denote by (p = cp(&,&, . .) the 
function obtained by replacing the variables al, a~, . . . by El,&, . . . . Then the 
variables for ~~+8E2~+7 are transformed into 
2= t, 21 = e2, ii2 = d2, 
(44 20 = eo, 21 = el, 22 = dl, 
zj = ui, Ti = vi (i=l,...,m), 
which is the transposition of dl and e2. Hence the right-hand side of (4.3) is 
invariant under this change of variables. In terms of Em>3 on the left-hand 
side, this invariance implies the following multiple generalization of the 
Bailey transformation due to Rosengren ([15], Corollary 8.2). 
Theorem 4.1. (Multiple Bailey transformation I) Under the balancing condition 
(4.9) ~ai+~(Ck+dk)=26+3s, 
i=l k=O 
thefollowing identify holdsfor dz = -NJ (N = 0, 1,2, . . . , ) : 
~Em13(~:;::::;i ) s;co,cl,wdo,dl,d2, 
where 
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(4.11) 
F=S+2s-c2-do-dl, &=S+S-dO-dl, 
&=S+s-cz-dl, ;I =S+s-c2-do. 
Formula (4.1) can be written alternatively in the form 
(4.12) 
).co,cl,C2;dordl,& - - ) 
[S + s - co]& + s - Cl]N 
= [S+s - co - lal]JS+s - Cl - I&J 
nz [S-k s + xi - a&[6 + s - xi - co - Cl - lUl]N 
IJ [S -t s + Xi]&5 + s - xi + ui - co - Cl - I&J 
.E’“.‘(;;;:-;;;~ )> S;co,cl,c2;do,4,4 
where Ial = ai + . . + a,. 
Next we consider the following change of variables: 
X=S+2s-co-cl-c2; &=J+s-cl-Cl, 
(4.13) (II) Cl =6+s-co-c2; c2=s+s-ccg-c~, 
&=dk (k=0,1,2), &=aj, g=uj-x;+ (i=l,...,m), 
where Ial = ai + . + a,. Then the variables for 2m+&2,W+7 are transformed 
into 
-i=t, dl =d,, &=d2, 
(4.14) &=ek (k=0,1,2), 
i i i = Vi, Ti = Ui (i= l,...,m) 
under the balancing condition (4.2), which is the simultaneous transposition 
of ui and vi (i = 1,. . . ,wl). Since the right-hand side of (4.3) is invariant under 
this transformation of variables, we obtain another transformation formula 
for E”2,3. 
Theorem 4.2. (Multiple Bailey transformation II) Under the balancing condi- 
tion 
(4.15) cai+&Ck+dk) =26+3s, 
kl k=O 
the following identity holds for d2 = -N6 (N = 0, 1,2, . .). 
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m [S + s + Xi - ai],[S + s + Xi - dl], 
(4.16) 
=~,~+s+s,!,[oC+~+xi-ui-dl], 
m [6+s-tXi]N[~+S+Xi-ai-d~], 
3-I i=, [S +s+ xi - a&# +I?+ ;Fi - dl], 
where 
s=s+2S-co-cl -c2, &I =s+s-Cl -Q, 
(4.17) Cl =s+s-Co-Q, i-2=s+s-co-q, 
Zj=Ui-Xj-lUl (i=l,...,PZ). 
The second multiple Bailey transformation (4.16) can also be written in the 
form 
(4.18) 
[6 + s + xi - do]N[S + s + xi - dl]N 
-~[6+.r+xi],[d+s+xi-do-dl]N 
m [S + s + xi - aj],&5 + s + xi - aj - do - d& . 
~[6+s+xi-ai-do]-[I5+s+xi-ai-dllN 
We remark that, when m = 1 (and x1 = 0), both (4.10) and (4.16) reduce to the 
elliptic Bailey transformation formula due to Frenkel-Turaev ([5], Theorem 
5.5.1): 
[S + s - d&,[S + s - d&r[S + s - d&&5 + s - do - dl - d& 
(4.19) 
= [S + &[S + s - do - d&JS + s - do - d&,&5 + s - dl - d&, 
.loE9(s;co,~l,c?;,do,dl,d2,d3), 
s = 6 + 2s - co - Cl - c2, zj=s+s-Cl -c2, 
Cl =s+s-co-c& z~=~+s-co-c~, 
where CO + cl + c2 + do + dl + d2 + d3 = 26 + 3~, d3 = -iv6 . 
Until now, we have discussed terminating multiple hypergeometric series 
(4.20) Em” (~~~:::~~Iw >...) un;vl >...) %) 
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such that 
(4.21) (A) vk=-NSforsomek=l,..., nandN=0,1,2 ,... 
As we remarked before, we can also consider terminating series under the 
condition 
(4.22) (B) ai=-cqS(i=l ,..., m)forsomea:=(cri ,..., u,)EN~ 
There is a standard procedure for deriving identities for terminating series of 
type (B) from those of type (A), and vice versa. In the following, we derive two 
types of multiple Bailey transformation formulas for terminating series of 
type (B). In the first multiple Bailey transformation (4.12), besides the bal- 
ancing condition 
(4.23) 2 ai + k(ck + dk) = 2s + 3s 
i=l k=O 
we assume that both the two termination conditions 
(4.24) ai=-aiS(i=l,...,m)anddz=-N6 
are satisfied. Then by using the identity 
Lx + kSl, Lx + lb], 
(4.25) [xl=[xl , 
(k 1 E N) 
, 
1 k 
we can rewrite (4.12) into 
(4.26) 
= [6+s-co-d&[&-cl -dz],,, 
n1 [S + s + xi - d2],J6 + s - xi + ai - Ial - CO - ~1 - &I,, 
3 
i=l [6 + S + Xi]J6 + S -  Xi + ai -  Ial -  Co -  C1lat 
.Eq;:::;::~/ ) ~;co,cl,~;do,4,d2, 
where Ial = al + .. + a,. This formula is valid for the values d2 = -NS 
(N = 0, 1,2,. . .). We now regard each of the two-sides of this formula as a 
function of d2; we regard CO as a linear function of d2 in the form CO = X - d2, 
keeping the other variables ai, xi (i = 1, . . , m) and S, cl, ~2, do; dl constant. In 
the elliptic case, it can be checked that the both sides of (4.26) are periodic in 
the variable dz in this sense (see Lemma 3.1). Hence we conclude that (4.26) 
holds identically as a meromorphic function of d2, only on the condition (B). 
Similarly, we can rewrite (4.18) into 
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RI [S + s + xi - dole, [S + s + xi - dllai 
(4.27) 
= g [S + s + Xi],, [S + s + xi - do - d& 
m [S + S + Xi - d2],, [S + S + Xi - do - dl - dz],, 
. E [S + s + xi - do - d2]$ + s + xi - 4 - d21ar 
By a similar reasoning for the variables d2 and do, we see that this formula is 
valid under the balancing condition together with the termination condition 
(B). After all, we also obtain two types of multiple Bailey transformations un- 
der the condition (B). 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose the parameters ai (i = 1,. . . ,m) and Ck, dk (k = 0, 1,2) 
satisfy the balancing condition 
(4.28) $&+e(Ck+dk) =26+3s 
i=l k=O 
and the termination condition 
(4.29) ai= -&(i= l,... ,m)forsomea=(cq ,..., o,)EFP. 
Then we have the following two types of multiple Bailey transformations: 
(4.30) (1) 
= [S + s - co - ch],,, [a + s - cl - dz],,, 
m [S+s+~~-d2],~[S+s-~~+a~-lal-c0-cl-d2],, 
II 
i=l [S + S + Xilai [S + S - Xi + ai - /aI - Co - Cl],, 
s;co,cl,czdo,dl,& 
where 
(4.31) 
Z=S+2s-c2-do-dl, Z2=S+s-do-dl, 
&=S+s-c2-dl, dl =S+s-cz-do, 
and 
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(4.32) (II) 
s;&&,C2;d0,dl,d2 
m [S + s + xi - do],,[S + s + xi - d& 
= g [6 + s f xi],, [S + s + xi - do - d& 
m [S+s+xi-d2],i[S+s+xi-do-d~ -dz],, 
; [6 + s + xi - do - d& [S + s + xi - dl - dz], 
s;co,cl,c2;do,dl;d;! 
where 
s=s+2s-co-cl-Q, Cg=S+s-Cl-Q, 
(4.33) 21 =s+s-Co-Q, c2=s+s-ccg-c~, 
xj=aj-xj+ (i=l,...,yM). 
(Formula (4.30) is proved in [15], Corollary 8.1.) 
Remark 4.4. The second Bailey transformation formulas (4.18) and (4.32) ap- 
pear to be new even in the case of multiple basic and ordinary hypergeometric 
series. In the basic case, under the balancing condition 
(4.34) al . .amcoqc2d0d~d2 = q2,s3, 
the change of parameters 
: = qs2/coc~c2, 20 = 4S/ClC2, 
(4.35) -6 = 4slcoc2, cz = 4sIcoc1, 
Xi=ai/al...a,xi (i=l,...,m) 
implies the following two transformation formulas for W”13 of Remark 3.3: 
(4.36) 
= fj (qsxildo; q)N(qSXildl; q)N 
j=l (qsxj; q),(qsxjlddl; q)N 
fj (qsxi/aj; q)~(qsx~/addl; q)N 
+I (qsxi/do; q)N(qsxi/adl; q)N 
S;co,cl,c2;do,dl,&, ) 
for d2=qhN,N=0,1,2... ;and 
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(4.37) 
= fj (qwldo; da, (qsxildl ; cd,, 
i=, (w; q)&xildodi; da, 
m (qsxildz q),, (wldodl& d,, . 
I-I i=l (qsxildodz; &(q&Wz q),, 
s;co,cl,cz;do,dl,dz, ) 
for aj=qeaf,aiEN(i=l ,..., m). 
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